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FISHING

River and lake fording is by far the best way to enjoy the cast,
enjoy fly fishing experience, and to get to know the area. While
the area around Pucón generally offers trout of medium size, the
ease of accessibility to the clean, fresh, and tranquil settings aids
in making great memories for years to come. In addition, the
rivers always have great visibility even after it rains.

Off Limits offers various excursions on the Liucura and Trancura
Rivers designed for family groups and only fisherman.

Drift Boats
The Liucura and Trancura Rivers are often
surrounded by an abundance of vegetation
which can make shore fishing difficult. For
this reason the locals invented flat
bottomed Cherry wood boats which are
ideal for riding high in the water,
navigating through occasional deep spots
and maneuvering through quickly flowing
currents.

Fishing with Waders
In the cordillera there are places where
the trout grow to a more impressive size
and undoubtedly put up more of a fight.
These mountain lakes are surrounded on all
sides by towering volcanoes and Chile’s
distinct Araucaria trees.

Cataraft
Experience the sensation of the river rapids as you search for the best
and most inaccessible places to fish by Cataraft boats. Discover
enchanting hidden spots located between thrilling rapids. The Cataraft
sports comfortable, revolving seats which make maneuvering around
the boat easy and is driven by expert guides who will present you with
the best opportunity to snag even the most stalwart trout.

Details
Drift Boats
$25.000 per person
half day 4 pax.
$46.000 per person
full day 4 pax.
Fishing with Waders
$30.000 per person
half day 3 pax.
$50.000 per person
full day 3 pax.
Cataraft
$55.000
half day 1 pax.
$125.000
full day 1 pax.
*All prices depend on
amount of people and
location.
Includes:
 Transport
 Guide/instructor
 Fly-fishing or
spinning equipment
 Waders
 Snack for half-day
excursions
 BBQ for full-day
excursions
Doesn’t Include:
Tips
What to Bring:
 Comfortable clothes
 Water bottle
 Hat
 Sunscreen
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